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Abstract 

We compute certain (2K+ 4)-point, one-loop couplings in 
the type IIA string compactified on K3 x T2, which are re- 
lated to a topological index on this manifold. Their special 
feature is that they are sensitive to only short and interme- 
diate BPS multiplets. The couplings derive from underlying 
prepotentials Q[2K+4t](T, 17), which can be summed up to a gen- 
erating function in the form: E^o^A2^)1 G[2K+4](T,U) = 
Y,d(4Jd-m2) £is[e27ri(<kT+lu)emV]. In the dual heterotic string 
on T6, the amplitudes describe non-perturbative gravitational 
corrections to If-loop amplitudes due to bound states of five- 
brane instantons with heterotic world-sheet instantons. We ar- 
gue, as a consequence, that our results also give information 
about instanton configurations in six dimensional Sp(2k) gauge 
theories on T6. 
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1    Introduction 

BPS-saturated string loop amplitudes [56], [14], [7], [44], [8], [30], [1] 
play an important role since they can give exact non-perturbative an- 
swers for appropriate dual formulations of a given theory. The cor- 
responding pieces of the effective action are often given by holomor- 
phic prepotentials, and it is this holomorphicity which underlies their 
computability. Particularly well-known are the couplings in N = 2 
supersymmetric string compactifications that describe gauge and cer- 
tain gravitational interactions. They are characterized by holomorphic 
prepotentials Fg [22], [55], [57], [33], [20], which can be geometrically 
computed via mirror symmetry [51] on Calabi-Yau threefolds. An anal- 
ogous holomorphic structure arises also in certain eight dimensional 
string vacua [8]. 

However, a comparable systematic treatment for four dimensional 
string theories with more, notably N = 4 supersymmetries has been 
lacking so far. The main novel feature in N = 4 supersymmetry is the 
appearance of intermediate ("1/4 BPS") besides the short ("1/2 BPS") 
supermultiplets. An example for a 1/2 BPS saturated amplitude is 
given by driR2), which is perturbatively exact at one loop order in the 
type IIA string compactified on K3 x T2. It has been shown in [22], 
[11], [12] to be given by the T-derivative of:1 

jXK*a*)(T^ v)     =      f£L ^r    [(-lY^jRJLq^t0 - 24] 

=    24[ln(T2|77(r)|4)+ln(C/2|77(C/)|4)-ln/.] 

=    24f[T2)(T,U) - 24 In/c , (1.1) 

where T = B^+iy/\G\ and U = (GA5+iy/\G\)/Gu are the Kahler and 
complex structure moduli of the two-torus, respectively. Since there are 
no contributions from the K3 apart from the 24 zero modes, the result 
is proportional to the topological partition function on T2 [22]. Indeed 
J7^ )(T, U) is precisely what counts the 1/2 BPS states in the theory. 

In the dual heterotic string on the six-torus T6, the type IIA mod- 
1The regularization constant is K = ^e1 7£;, where JE is the Euler constant. 

In the type IIB string on KS x T2, it is the [/-derivative of this function what 
becomes relevant. 
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ulus T plays the role [34], [28] of the heterotic dilaton: T = Shet- 
Thus 1.1 represents a non-perturbative result from the heterotic point 
of view, where the S^et dependence reflects contributions from 1/2 BPS 
fivebrane instantons [11]. 

On the other hand, amplitudes sensitive to the intermediate, 1/4 
BPS states have not yet been computed, at least as far as we know.2 It 
is the purpose of the present paper to compute certain of such couplings 
at one loop order for type IIA strings on K3 x T2, and investigate their 
structure. 

More specifically, in the next section we will review some features 
of 1/4 BPS states in relation to the heterotic-type II duality. In section 
3 we will then discuss (similar to refs. [1], [12]) some facts about BPS 
saturated helicity traces and their relation to elliptic genera. In section 
4 we will first compute quartic couplings in the moduli fields that are 
sensitive to the 1/2 BPS states only; not surprisingly, their structure 
turns out to be essentially the same as for the R2 coupling in 1.1. 
Subsequently we will then compute certain sextic couplings, some of 
which will be sensitive to 1/4 BPS states. We will find that these 
couplings are characterized by two prepotentials £i(T, U) and ^(^ U), 
which enjoy an intriguing factorization property. In their structure they 
resemble Borcherds-like sum formulas, with counting functions given by 
the Eisenstein series £'2(9). In the subsequent sections we investigate 
these prepotentials by rewriting them in various ways, and also obtain 
a generalization to an infinite sequence of (2K+ 4)-point amplitudes. 

Finally, in the last section we will discuss the non-perturbative sig- 
nificance of these amplitudes when they are mapped by duality to the 
heterotic string. Specifically we will argue that the prepotentials carry 
non-trivial information about genus K instantons on heterotic five- 
branes, and will also present some more speculative remarks. 

2 Some works that deal with different but related issues discuss topological ampli- 
tudes for six dimensional compactifications of type IIA strings [31], and the counting 
1/8 BPS states of type IIA on T6 [13]. Moreover, counting 1/4 BPS states in 5d 
black holes has been considered first in [23]. 
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2    Short and intermediate BPS multiplets 

We will consider JV = 4 supersymmetric compactifications of type IIA 
superstrings on K3 x T2, or equivalently, of heterotic strings on T6. 
Besides the graviton, the bosonic content of the supergravity multiplet 
in N=4, d = 4 supergravity is a complex scalar (the dilaton Shet) and six 
gravi-photons. In addition we have 22 vector multiplets, which contain 
each six scalars and one vector. In terms of the heterotic variables, the 
bosonic part of the action reads (up to two derivatives, see e.g. [27]): 

/ 
a xy/—g R + 2- =—— 

L (Shet — ^t) 

- ^lm(Shet)FflJyLMLF^+ ^ReiS^F^LF^ 

+^Tr(^MLa/xML)l. (2.1) 
8 J 

This action is manifestly invariant under SO(22,6, E) [40], while the 
equations of motion show a further invariance under SL(2, R) acting 
on Shet- Accordingly, the local geometry of the scalar manifold is 

M  = 
SL(2,R) 50(22,6, 

x „"£     oZa ^ ■ (2-2) U(l)     5het    50(22, R) x 50(6,: 

The mass formula for 1/4 BPS states on this space is [28], [2]: 

1 

>het — <->het 
(m + 5hetn)*(M + L)(m + 5hetn) 

±-Vfm^M + L)m][n*(M + L)n] - [m*(M + L)n]2l , (2.3) 

which involves the electric (m) and magnetic (n) charge vectors. The 
sign is always meant to be chosen such that MBPS is maximized. The 
degenerate case, in which the square root vanishes, corresponds to the 
1/2 BPS states [27]. Hence these may be viewed as specializations of 
the more generic 1/4 BPS states that "accidentally" leave more super- 
symmetries unbroken. 

We will consider in the following only the subspace spanned by 
Siiet? ^het and E/hetj so that the relevant moduli sub-space is ( ^vA ^) . 

On this subspace we have M|F5   ~   ^—T\~U2—l^l2'  where Z  = 
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max{|Z+|,|Z-|} with [19], [2]: 

Z+     =    mi +m2Uhet + ^Thet + ^Thetf/het 

+^het(^l + n2Uhet + PlThet +P2ThetUhet) 

Z~   =   mi + m2Uhet + kiThet + k2ThetUhet 

+Shet (ni + r^l/het + Pl^het + ftThetC^het) •      (2.4) 

One can check that in the degenerate case, \Z+1 = \Z~\, these central 
charges reduce to the 1/2 BPS mass formula [27]: 

Z = (qi + q2Shet)(mi + m^het + A:iThet + A:2Thett/het) • (2.5) 

Note that the S^etrindependent terms of 2.4 and 2.5 coincide, which 
implies that the perturbative states are at least 1/2 BPS and thus 
that the 1/4 BPS states are intrinsically non-perturbative from the 
heterotic point of view. That is, there is no perturbative calculation in 
the heterotic string that could possibly see the 1/4 BPS states. 

However, as noted above, the heterotic and type IIA compactifi- 
cations are dual to each other provided [34], [21], [28] we exchange: 
Thet = S, Shet — T an<i ^het = U. Inserting this into 2.4 and 2.5, we 
see that at least some of the 1/4 BPS states do have a perturbative 
description on the type IIA side, though certainly not all of them. 

Indeed we cannot expect to exactly compute the simultaneous de- 
pendence on all three moduli 5, T, U in perturbation theory, in whatever 
framework. But what we can do is to simply focus on the T, U subspace 
on the type IIA side, while going to weak coupling, S = Thet —> ioo. 
In this limit, further non-perturbative corrections on the type IIA side 
are suppressed. Even though this will not capture the full story, it will 
capture at least some of the non-perturbative physics in the heterotic 
string that is related to 1/4 BPS states. 

The relevant physical states we thus consider are tensor products of 
the states on the KS together with the momentum and winding modes 
on T2, characterized by 

pL   =      /^fTTr(m1 + m2Z7 + mT + n2TZ7) 
\/2l2U2 

pR   =     /_^(m1 + m2C7 + mT + n2TU) . (2.6) 
VZI2U2 
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These states are 1/4 EPS if either the left- or the right-moving com- 
ponent is a ground state [17], [23], [18], i.e., NL = h^ = 0 or.NR = 
ft™ = 0, where NL,R denotes the oscillator number and h!^ ^ + lvR ' 
the mass of excitations on the KZ. That is, (suppressing any vacuum 
energy shifts) the level matching condition for BPS states reads 

NR + h(£3)    :     1/ABPS 
-NL-h¥z)  :    l/ABPS 
0 :   1/2BPS , 

(2.7) 

|PL|  - bill    = rn1n2-nim2  =   < 

which exhibits the dyonic nature of the 1/4 BPS states. Clearly, the 
1/2 BPS states correspond to both left and right moving ground states, 
and the level matching condition is identically satisfied for the momenta 
2.5 with ki = 0. 

3    Topological indices and TV = 4 supersym- 
metry 

One-loop amplitudes that are sensitive only to BPS states must cer- 
tainly very special. Indeed they must be proportional to certain "he- 
licity traces" [14]-[30] (or generalizations thereof), in which the long 
multiplets cancel out. A canonical example for such a trace is given by 

[1]: 

(A2")  =  (#- + ^f Str  U^e^e^W 
\OVL        VVR/ a11      L \\vL=vR=Q 

sectors 

(3.1) 

Here, A = J^ + J# denotes the helicity operator, where in each left 
and right moving sector j(st) = ^H§ ift1^ is the zero mode of the 
fermion number current ("(st)" denotes the light-cone space-time part 
of the theory). 

In order to recognize the saturation or vanishing of such traces more 
easily, it is convenient to map them to the RR sector of the theory, in 
which this becomes a simple question of saturation of fermionic zero 
modes. This map [15], [16] is universal for a given number of left- and 
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right-moving supersymmetries and otherwise does not depend on the 
background. For simplicity, we will write the relevant identity down 
only for the left-moving variables, understanding that an analogous 
identity holds independently also in the right-moving sector: 

Str 
all 

sectors 

q   e (3.2) 

Tr 
R (-1) 

j(st) + j(T2) + j(K3)    r 0   tfst) j(st) +d(T2) j(T2) +g(K3) j(K3)' 
q   e 

where 

£0*) =   lv(st) + l_v(T2) + l^v(K3) 

(3.3) 

Above, j(T2) denotes the fermion number current in the T2 sector and 
J(X3) the zero mode of the U(l) C 577(2) current of the N = 4 world- 
sheet superconformal algebra that is intrinsic to a sigma-model on K3. 
From this it is easy to see that in the type IIA compactification on 
K3 x T2, we need at least two current insertions in each of the left and 
right moving sectors in order to get a non-vanishing result. 

There are however traces that are more general than the left-right 
symmetric helicity trace in 3.1, and involve arbitrarily high powers of a 
current insertion in one of the left- or right-moving sectors, for example: 

B2K+4 ^(jn^jf)2) = (^j X 

x Tr 
RRL 

(_i)E(4+J|i)gio^oe^(4,t)+4T2)+^4iCS)) 

i 
62 ̂ (4st)+^r2)+v^jf3)) 

I VL=VR=0 

= m\-12Z2,2(T,U,q,q)(£-)        (J-) 6lfrLmivR) 

x Tr 
RR 

^1)4K3)+AK3\^L0phV2(vLJ^+VRJ^) q "q "e 
VL=VR=0 

= 2r1(q)-SZ2,2(T1U,q,q)( 

x £(BtxT*)(ivL,q)£(KZ)(ivL,q) 

0   \2+2K 

<dvL) 

vL=0 
(3.4) 
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Here, 

Z2AT,U,q,q)  =   £^IVM2 (3.5) 
PL,PR 

is the partition function of windings and momenta on the two-torus, 
and 

n>0,£eZ 

%3)(^?) = 8j:(^)2=:   X;   e(4n-l>)q^       (3.6) 
i=2        *V   'y/ n>0,£€Z 

are the elliptic genera [50] of the space-time sector times T2 and of the 
K3 surface, respectively. Like all elliptic genera, these are weak Jacobi 
modular forms, namely of weight —2 and index 1, and of weight 0 and 
index 1, respectively. 

Even more general traces can be obtained by inserting the individual 
fermion number currents Jj* , J^ ' and j| ^ independently. The 
generalized Riemanm identity 3.2 will then in general produce some 
product of the individual elliptic genera £(st)(^st\ q), £(T

2
)C^

T
 \ Q) 

and 
£(K3)ffiK3\ q)- As we will see, for the amplitudes that we will consider, 
only one of those factors will be realized. 

Elliptic genera depend holomorphically on g, which reflects that all 
non-zero modes in the right-moving sector cancel out due to world- 
sheet supersymmetry. Via the identity 3.2 (which is due to space- 
time supersymmetry), this is simultaneously a reflection of the fact 
that the long multiplets cancel out in the trace, independent of any 
deformations in the K3 moduli. While in fact the total number of BPS 
states may jump when varying the moduli, the weighted helicity sums 
count effectively net numbers of BPS states and so remain invariant. It 
is this index-like, topological nature of BPS saturated amplitudes what 
makes them special and their modular integrals exactly computable 
[15], [14]-[1]. 

More specifically, for K = 0 only the x(^3) = 24 left and right 
moving ground states can contribute in the KS sector, so that 
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= 4 Z2,2(T, U, q, q) Tr f(-l)^^*^^" 
K 3 L 

= 96Z2,2(T,U,q,q) (3.7) 

gets only contributions from 1/2 BPS states and this is what underlies 
the R2 coupling 1.1 [11], [12]. 

On the other hand, for K > 0 in 3.4 the states that contribute 
to the trace consist of right-moving ground states and arbitrary left- 
moving states - from what we said in the previous section, this precisely 
characterizes the 1/4 BPS states. For example, for K = 1 one has the 
following six-th order trace:3: 

= 12 Z2)2(T, U, q, q)   Tr [(-l)4*3)+^3) (jf 3))^°" 
K 3 L 

= 192£2(9)Z2>2(T,t/,g,5). (3.8) 

The issue is now to identify physical amplitudes that contain these 
building blocks. 

4    1/2 and 1/4 BPS saturated amplitudes 

As a warm-up, we study quartic interactions of the T and U moduli at 
one-loop order in type IIA compactified on K3 x T2: 

(^i(*i)^2(fe)^3(*3)^4(A;4)> ,      <i>i=T,UXU . (4.1) 

We want to extract from 4.1 the kinematical factor (kikzjfakt) (and 
permutations thereof), which corresponds to an one-loop corrections 
A to the term (d^id^^id^d1"^) in the effective action. These 
amplitudes receive non-vanishing contributions only from the NSNS- 
sector and not from the RNS, NSR and .R.R-sectors. We thus consider 
insertions of the moduli vertex operators: 

V^0\k) = —^= : [dZ + i(k^(z)} [dZ + i{k^(z)}eik»Xfl^ : , 

3 Which has previously been calculated in the Z2 orbifold limit of KS [12], [1]. 
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V^0)(k) = L : [dZ + i(kiJ>)*(z)] [dZ + HtyWzye*"*"^*) 

(4.2) 

in the zero ghost picture with Z = ^fTifW^X^ + C/X5), Z = 

:J%iW2{X* + VX% * = y^/2U2(^ + Ui!>5), * = y/TjW2{^ + 
Uip5). In this normalization we have: 

(^'(zi)^(Z2))a even = 0, and for the kinematics we consider, the only 
non-vanishing fermionic contractions are those that lead to the helicity 
trace B4 in 3.7. However, from the bosonic contractions4: 

{dZ(z1,z1)dZ(z2,z2))   =   p2
R 

(dZ(zi,Zi) dZ(z2,Z2)>   =   PRPL 

(dZ(z1,zl)dZ(z2,z2))   =   pRpL (4.3) 

{dz(z1,z1)dz(z2,z2)) = [pfif_-l- + JLajaiG1I 

(GB = --ln|x|2), we have additional Narain momentum insertions, 
whose contributions are crucial for modular invariance. The resulting 
modular integrals5 can be evaluated by using extensively the results of 
[32]. A typical example for a non-vanishing amplitude is: 

— T2U2 ^(d^Td^T^duUd^u) 

(PL,PR) 

47r2    1    v   '    J     47r2 

More generally, we find that all the non-vanishing amplitudes are pro- 
portional to T^2\T,U) (cf., 1.1), which of course reflects that the 
helicity trace £4 is sensitive only to 1/2 BPS states. 

4The third correlator may also contain a ^-function [60]. However, it would lead 
to manifestly non-covariant amplitudes. 

5Some of these integrals have to be regularized with an IR-regulator. This is 
described in the appendix of [32] and results in an extra constant contribution. 
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Now let us turn to more interesting scalar field interactions at the 
sixth derivative level. More specifically, we consider the following type 
of amplitudes: 

(V^kiW^k^V^ih^ih^ik^V^ih)) ,     <t>i = T,U,T,U 
(4.5) 

and focus on the kinematics for which each modulus fc contributes 
one momentum ki. This momentum structure can arise in three dif- 
ferent ways: (z) four-fermionic contractions on both sides, giving rise 
to the helicity trace i?4, (ii) eight- and four-fermionic contractions on 
the right- and left-moving sides, respectively, or (in) four- and eight- 
fermionic contractions on the right-moving and left-moving sides, re- 
spectively. 

The main technical issue is the evaluation of the modular integrals, 
which is not entirely trivial and will be outlined in Appendix A. Per- 
forming these integrals, it turns out that there are two types of non- 
vanishing results, one type displaying again only 1/2 BPS states, the 
other however being sensitive to 1/4 BPS states. As an example for 
the first type, consider 

U6A(i) 
2
 *(dfjiudnu){duUd''U)(dp<i>dp<i>) 

(PL,PR) 

=   J^^TV,!/)- ^[3 + 275-211(4*0], (4-6) 

where 0 can be any of {T, U}. Since it involves the eight fermion con- 
traction of type (z), which gives rise to B^, this amplitude is obviously 
sensitive only to 1/2 BPS states. However, it can happen even for am- 
plitudes with twelve-fermion contractions of types (ii) and (m) that 
only 1/2 BPS states contribute. An example is given by the following 
two contributions to the same amplitude6: 

^{d^ud^u){dvudvu){dp(t)dp^) 

5The normalization of the vertex operators 4.2 is absorbed into A. 
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(PloPJl) 

47r4 

7rr2 ZTT^T^ 

3 ^(KT.uMn'Hut) 
3   ^a>(T>C0 + A[3 + 27S-2M47r)] 

47r4    '    v   '    '  ■  STT
4 

d2 

/j("*)    _ _ _ 
(a,, f/a" i/) (a„ udv u) (dp <pdp </>) 

- /^ E ^w^w^sU) 
x(|pl|2-sJr)f2«i""'¥lM 

(PL^H) 

27rT2> 

=   "i^m^ + g^ [3+ 27^-2^(4^]. (4.7) 

Even though the (suitable regularized) second derivative of the elliptic 
genus appears in the form of E2 = E2 —, the integral involving 
E2 vanishes7 in a non-trivial manner, so that basically only the non- 
harmonic part of E2 contributes - this means that again only 1/2 BPS 
and no 1/4 BPS states contribute. 

Summarizing, the first kind of sextic couplings has exactly the same 
1/2 BPS structure as the quartic couplings discussed above.8 

On the other hand, in the following examples, where only one type 
of contraction contributes (either of type (ii) or type (iii)), we see an 
interesting new structure emerging. More specifically, we find9: 

*x(dvtTdf>u)(duTd''U)(dp<i>dp<i>) 

/£ E<M2-^>ii^¥ 
7Up to a term ^c(O), which is absorbed in ln(rj(T)). 
8It is known [29] that some of the six-derivative couplings are related to the 

four-derivative ones by field redefinitions. The similarity of the results in 4.7 and 
4.4 may be partly related to that. Moreover, their kinematical structure coincides 
with some of the six-derivative couplings that arise from expansions of Born-Infeld 
actions [5], and so may be also reproduced from simple jD-brane interactions. 

9Hnwpvpr'   A^ _   = 0 = A^ — U '"(drTdi>U)(duTd''U)(dp<l>dP4>) ,™(drTd»U)(dvTd''U)(dpTd'>uy 
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=   -&*,(*, +^{Br + ^MV) 

(dtl.Td»U){dvTd''U){dpTdf'U) 

(PLffiR.) 
-I 
=   ^T23^(^ + ^f)(^ + ^f)a1(T,C/),     (4.8) 

and: 

j(m)      _ _ 
(d^Td^U^duTd^U^dpTdPU) 

(PL»P«) 

=   ^^ (*■ + ^) (Sr + ^)^(r) C7) .     (4.9) 

Furthermore10 

jM    _ _ _ 
J*(d»Tdt>T)(dvTd''U)(df><t>dP<l>) 

=   -\T2U2G2{T,U). (4.10) 
TT2" 

One can easily check that there is no tree-level contribution to this kind 
of BPS saturated amplitudes, so they are exact up to one loop order 
(possible higher loop and non-perturbative corrections are suppressed 
anyway in the limit that we consider, S -» oo). 

10But,  M ___ ^..^ _^ = 0. 
{duTdv-T^dvTdvU^dptdPj)) 
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Importantly, what characterizes these amplitudes is a prepotential: 

ft(T,l/) = 3=«c(0) + i-22L+i      1 

2      w     4TTU-U     AVT-T 

+ 27r2 (T - T)(C/ - C7)     ^(T - T)    ^ ^      > l        J 

+ 
(fc,0>o 

and similarly for Q2{T,U) in the chamber T2 > t^- Here C(-l) = -■&, 
and the poly-logarithms are defined by Cia(z) = J2p>o zPP~a for a > 0 
and Cia(z) = (zdz)^j^ for a < 0; in particular, Cii(ez) = -ln(l - 
ez), Cio(ez) = j-^- and Ci-i(ez) = 7f=^w- Moreover the sum runs over 
the positive roots k > 0, I e Is A k = 0, / > 0, and the coefficients 
are defined by: 

^c(n)9n  := E2(q)  = 1 - 24q - 72q2 + ... . (4.12) 
n 

This must be the derivative of some combination of the elliptic genera in 
3.6, but because of the uniqueness of the quasi-modular form of weight 
two, it is unclear at this point of exactly which elliptic genus:11 E2 = 
\dv

2£iK3)(v/2, q)\v=o = \dv
A8{stxT2){v/2, q)\v^ = ±dv

4£{stxT2)(v/2, q)x 
£(K3)(v/2,q)\v=o. While the distinction is not important here, it will 
be more relevant later on when we will discuss the generalization to 
(2K + 4)-point amplitudes. 

Note that since c(—1) = 0, there is no singularity in the T, U mod- 
uli space and this reflects the impossibility of states becoming mass- 
less. Note also that Qi(T,U) has weight 2 under T-and [/-duality, 
respectively, and indeed we find that 4.11 and its holomorphic/anti- 
holomorphic cousin can be rewritten in terms of a simple product in- 
volving (regularized) Eisenstein functions: 

Gi{T,U)    =    -±E2(T)E2(U) 

11 It was the equality of these expressions that has been misleading us to some 
conclusions that we have presented in a previous version of this paper. 
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^(T,U)    -    -±E2(T)E2(U) . (4.13) 

These intriguing identities exhibit a factorization that is not manifest 
in (4.11). We can furthermore obtain both of these prepotentials (and 
their complex conjugates) by taking mixed derivatives of the following 
function: 

n(T, U) = -6 In^MT)!4) • MUMU)?) , (4.14) 

which in this sense appears to be a more fundamental function12 for 
the six-point amplitudes we consider here. It is the analog of the 1/2 
BPS free energy J7^ ^T.U) in 1.1, the difference being that the Inry's 
are multiplied rather than added; by adjusting possible integration con- 
stants we see that 7i(T, U) is essentially the square of T^ ^T, [/). 

5    Partition functions 

The holomorphic prepotential (4.11) is one of the main results of this 
paper. Its appearance hints at the existence of a yet unknown super- 
space formulation of the theory, in which it might figure as an effective 
lagrangian. It resembles the "Borcherds" type prepotentials that arise 
in other contexts [14], [45], [26], [8], where non-negative poly-logarithms 
appear instead. However, that difference is not important and simply 
to be attributed to the mass dimension of the couplings. 

The structurally more profound feature is that Qi (T, U) intrinsically 
mixes the Kahler and complex structure sectors, and this is specifically 
tied to the 1/4 BPS states. Indeed, when restricted to the subset of 
1/2 BPS states (which corresponds to the terms with kl = 0), the sum 
in (4.11) nicely separates into decoupled pieces: 

I/2BPS    ^      e27likT ^      e27rilu 

G^T^ (^J)     ^ (1 - e^ikT)2 + ^ (1 - e2rfc/)2 + * " 
1^[arlnr7(T) + ac/ln7?([/)]+... 

2m 

• ±(5r + du)J*f\T,lJ) + ... , (5.1) 

12Switching on all the moduli should promote \n(U2\r)(U)\A) to the logarithm of 
some 50(22,6, Z) modular form. 
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which in turn can be written manifestly in terms of the 1/2 BPS spec- 
trum using [4], [56]: 

fiT2\T,u) = -± Yl   lnM2 = -ii E   lni^i2- (5-2) 
7721722— Til 1712=0 7721722—7111712=0 

We thus explicitly see that the mixing terms in (?i(T, U) (or ^(^ U)) 
correspond to the 1/4 BPS states and originate from the presence of 
#2(9) (or -62(9)) in the integrand. Its effect is to shift the 1/2 BPS level 
matching condition, \PL\

2
 — \PR\

2
, to the 1/4 BPS condition: IPLI

2
 = 

|rf + ^(orM2 = |pL|2 + A;Z). 

Using the product representation (4.13) and the well-known sum 
formulas of the Eisenstein series, we can represent the prepotentials in 
a form that generalizes the 1/2 BPS sum (5.2): 

-24<?i(r,C0 _ = E2{T)E2{U) 

1 

holom. 
piece 

=   E (N2 + NiT)2(M2 + M1U)2 

(M1,M2)#(0,0) 

1 ^-^       j(mi,ni) E 2T2t/2        ^^      ft       pi 
7721722—7217722=0 ^ 

-24a2(r,Z7)|ho;om.= ^(T)S2(!7) 
piece 

~ 2T2U2      ^     n      p|       ' 
7721722—7217722 =0 JL 

with mi = N2M2,m2 = N2Munl = TV^,^ = JVxMi. Since there 
are in general many different {M^Ni} that contribute to a given set 
{ra^rii}, the coefficients 7(777,;, r^) are in general larger than one, and 
this must be so since otherwise the sums would be counting (just like 
5.2) exactly the 1/2 BPS states. 

Note that while J7^ )(T, U) has been written in (5.2) as a sum over 
1/2 BPS states circulating in loops, it has also an interpretation in 
terms of world-sheet instantons [22]; this is exhibited by the instanton 
expansion in the first line of eq. 5.1. Such a view-point is indeed more 
natural in the path integral formulation, where JF^ 

)(T,U) is seen as 
counting holomorphic maps from a toroidal world-sheet into the target 
space T2. 
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The additional mixing terms proportional to ^ikTe2>Kiiu ^ ^^ are 

due to the 1/4 BPS states, must have an analogous instantonic inter- 
pretation, however involving holomorphic (and anti-holomorphic) maps 
that couple together both Kahler and complex structure sectors. Such 
configurations can presumably be obtained via T-duality from string 
networks [49], [48], in which the 1/4 BPS states have a simple geomet- 
ric representation.13 

6    Generalization to an infinite sequence 
of prepotentials 

We will now discuss the generalization of the results of section 4 to 
(2K+4)-point amplitudes with K + l pairs of T and U moduli, besides 
one pair of moduli, (</>,(/>) with (f> = {T, [/}. Performing four-fermion 
contractions in the left-moving sector and AK+ 4 fermion contractions 
in the right-moving sector, integrating over the location of the vertex 
operators and subsequently applying the Riemann identity (see Ap- 
pendix B for some of the details), we eventually find: 

J[2K+4] 

{PL,VR) 

x {—J [e  4^£(stxr2)M)J _=o . (6.1) 

The most harmonic part then evaluates to: 

-^(-2T2[/2)^(9r + ^)(9f/ + z^)gr41(T,l7) ,    (6.2) 

with prepotentials £/fK+4](T, U) that form an infinity sequence given by: 

er+41Cr, CO I _ =   k(l-2X) c^(0) (6.3) 
piece 

13By correctly identifying the variables, we can map the mass formula for 
(wrapped) triple string junctions to the mass formula 2.6, ie., MgpS = 
J2i=iTpi,qi — max{|Z+|2, |Z~|2}. Here, pi,qi are the charges of the z-th link of 
the junction, Tp.^. the corresponding tension and Z^ the central charges of 2.4. 
Our results thus amount to counting such string junctions. 
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(k,l)>0 

The counting functions for these are simply: 

^__ / Q \ 2K+2 
^c^nW    =    (£)       £(stXT2)M) 

v=0 

- (I)2K+2(^)1^    <M 
In fact, we can concisely assemble all the prepotentials into a single 
generating function: 

oo        1 

G1(T,U,V) = Y;J^v2Kgr+4](T,u) 
(2K)\ 

=       Yl   d^kl - m2) £i3 ^kT+lu^emV) , (6.5) 
(/c,Z,m)>0 

where d(An — m2) are the expansion coefficients 3.6 of £(st)xT2(^5 ?)• 

Note that what appears here is the elliptic genus of the space-time 
sector times T2, and not the elliptic genus of K?> as one might have 
expected.14 This is indeed a bit surprising, since the Riemann identities 
typically mix all the internal and space-time sectors (cf., 3.3). 

However, our amplitudes do not (as usual) amount to fermion num- 
ber current insertions, but to more complicated fermionic contractions, 
and the results of Appendix B show that, in the net result, the elliptic 
genus of KZ happens to cancel out. Heuristically one may say that 
this is because our correlators probe only the T2 sector of the theory 
because they involve only T and U. 

7    Non-perturbative results for the N = 4 
heterotic string 

So far we have been dealing with perturbative quantities in the type 
IIA string on KS x T2. The interesting issue now is to map these via 

14and as we had mis-stated in a previous version of this paper. It does however 
appear in subsequent work [62] which deals with graviphoton amplitudes. 
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duality to the heterotic string on T6, by identifying [34], [28]: 

T    =    Shet  =  — +   = a + ie-* 
27r      ^het2 

S      =      Thet   =   B^+i^/\G^\ 

U    =    Uhet=(G\f + i^/\G^\)/G\t, (7.1) 

where Thet? f4et correspond to the two-torus in T6 = T4 x T2. 

The perturbative T-dependence that we have been computing before 
will thus give non-perturbative information about the heterotic string. 
Remember that we have been suppressing non-perturbative corrections 
in the type IIA string by going to weak coupling, by sending S = Thet —>► 
zoo. This corresponds to the decompactification limit of the heterotic 
two-torus. 

More specifically, while the Kaluza-Klein modes (labelled by mi in 
2.6) remain KK modes in the heterotic string, the type IIA windings 
around 1-cycles of T2 (labelled by n*) turn into magnetically charged 
wrapping modes of the heterotic fivebrane15 around 5-cycles in T6. Al- 
ternatively, one may imagine wrapping the fivebrane first around the 
sub-torus T4, to yield a string in six dimensions that is dual to the 
heterotic string [34], [37], [38], [28], [17]. The type IIA windings m are 
then the same as the windings of this dual string around 1-cycles of 
the remaining T2 on the heterotic side. In total we thus have dyonic 
bound states of wrapped fivebranes of charge rrii with KK modes of 
momentum n^, which are 1/4 BPS if min2 — rr^ni ^ 0 and 1/2 BPS if 
the DZW product vanishes. The windings and momenta are exchanged 
by 5-duality, which is a non-perturbative symmetry from the heterotic 
string point of view, but a perturbative one from either the type IIA 
string or from the heterotic fivebrane point of view [27], [39]. 

However, in analogy to the type IIA side, it is more natural to in- 
terpret the prepotentials in terms of instanton series. Quite generally, 
world-sheet instantons are mapped under the duality to space-time in- 
stantons, and indeed contributions of the form e2mkShet correspond [11] 
to gravitational fivebrane instantons that arise from winding the het- 
erotic fivebrane around the whole of T6. 

15Since we are at a generic point in the Narain moduli space, where there are no 
non-abelian gauge symmetries, this is the neutral heterotic fivebrane [58], [24], [25] 
with zero size, or a "small instanton" [17]. 
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, As far as the t/het dependence is concerned (which simply describes 
KK excitations), it is actually more interesting to convert C/het "^ ^het5 

by making use of the Thet — C/het exchange symmetry of the heterotic 
string. The purely Thet dependent terms then describe heterotic world- 
sheet instanton contributions, and the mixed terms in the prepotentials 

3   \2tf+2. 

Y, c[2K+A\kl)Cil-2K(e2*ikS^e2 

G[iK+4](Shet,Thet) harm      ~   (—)       gl(Shet,Thet,V) ^_       (7.2) 
piece 

027rikShet   2irilThet 

(k,l)>0 

must therefore be due to bound states or superpositions of fivebrane 
instantons with world-sheet instantons. In particular, the remarkable 
factorization property 4.13 of the prepotential for the six-point cou- 
plings, 

Gf](SheUThet) I ni_ (7.3) 7 [6] 
1  1. )U^ .    1   Un4-   i  I 

holom. 
piece 

^^        e2irikShet     \  / ^_^       e2irilThet 

1" 24 2^ k 1 _ e2mkSheb  )[ 
1 ~ 24 Z^ 11 _ e2nilThet 

k>0 /   \ l>0 

tells us that the fivebrane and world-sheet instanton sectors that con- 
tribute to these couplings must be essentially independent. 

In fact, by investigating the dependence on the coupling constants 
we find that the prepotentials ^[2^+4] correspond to non-perturbative 
corrections to (2if-b4)-point amplitudes at if-loop order in the heterotic 
string, so that the world-sheet instantons are of genus g < K.16 

Note that world-sheet instantons on top of a fivebrane can also be 
viewed as gauge instantons in the world-volume theory of the fivebranes 
[53]. More specifically, it is known that a stack of Q5 = k heterotic 
fivebranes has Sp(2k) gauge symmetry [17], [52]. Accordingly it has 
among other terms: 

/ d6x (B A   tr   FAF+    tr   F2) 
J \ Sp(2k) g5br

2 Sp(2k)        J 

16The prepotentials g[*K+4] are thus analogs of the well-known prepotentials Fg 
that arise (in N = 2 supersymmetric theories) at one-loop order in the heterotic 
string but at g loops on the type II side [22], [55], [57], [20]. 
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on its world-volume, the first term being necessary for anomaly can- 
cellation [54]. It is known [34], [28] that the "space-time" coupling of 
the T4-wrapped fivebrane (or dual string, that is) is equal to the world- 
sheet coupling of the fundamental string, which means: —^ = A/|Ghet|. 
Comparing to 7.1, we thus see that a charge Qi = I instanton on top 
of a charge Qs = k fivebrane will give an additional factor of e2mlThet 

besides e27rz/c5het, and this is what finally gives a particularly interesting 
physical interpretation of the Shet ~~ ^het mixing terms in 7.2. More- 
over the instantons must break one-half of the supersymmetries on the 
fivebrane, so that the total configuration has only 1/4 unbroken super- 
symmetries. 

Something non-trivial may then be learned for these gauge theo- 
ries from the numerical values of the coefficients of the mixing terms 
in 7.2. In analogous situations such coefficients count either isolated 
instantons, or Euler numbers of the moduli spaces if the instantons 
are not isolated. Most likely the coefficients mean something similar 
here too, and in particular c[2K+4](kl) should carry information about 
the cohomology of moduli spaces of charge I, genus K instantons in the 
Sp(2k) gauge theories on T6 (the exchange symmetry in k and / would 
relate this to charge k instantons in Sp(2l) gauge theories). We hope 
to present a more complete discussion elsewhere. 
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A    Generalized world-sheet torus integrals 

In this section we outline how to evaluate world-sheet torus integrals 
of the following form: 

1 ^ 6 4 2   (PL,?*) 

t—rr
2—s   Y^  e^^e-™^2* (A.l) 

eAipil+A2Pii+A3PL+A4PL   e-2^(AlA2+A2A3+A3A4+A4Ai)   fafqjgJg) 

Ai=0 

where /&(#) = ^^(n)^1 and ^/(g) = Xl^(m)?m are modular functions 

of weights /c, /, respectively, and the integers obey r, s > 0, gi, g25 93? 94 > 
0. Modular invariance of the integrand requires: 

qi + q2-r + s + k   =   0 

<73 + #4-r+<? + Z   =   0. (A.2) 

The integral A.l can be performed with the orbit decomposition method 
of [41]. In the following we will discuss only the non-degenerate orbit 
Ji, as the degenerate orbit has already been evaluated in ref. [32]. 

In the same reference, the non-degenerate orbit Ii with gi(q) = 
l,fk(q) ^ 1 has been worked out as well. A general feature of Ii is 
that the T and U moduli always appear in pairs in the poly-logarithms 
that are either completely holomorphic or anti-holomorphic, i.e., either 
(T,U) and/or (T,Z7) appear. 

Before we go to the general case, let us discuss the example fk(q) = 
l,gi(q) ^ 1, which is in fact what we need in section 4: 

^01+02+03+04 f ^2 1        ^^ 0 11 Trl  Y  emT^V™^l (A.3) 
dAfdAfdAfdAf j    l2       i2 t 

XeMpR+A2PR+A3PL+A4PL   e-2^(AlA2+A2A3+A3A4+A4Ai)        ,   x 

Ai=0 

The presence of a holomorphic function gi(q) (which is in contrast to 
the usually considered situation) has as consequence that now mixed 
holomorphic/anti-holomorphic pairs of moduli appear in the arguments 
of the poly-logarithms, i.e., (T, U) and/or (T, U). After introducing 

b   =   p2- 
2     ^Ax + A2 + A3 + A4)p     1 (Ai - A2 + A3 - A4)2 

7ry/2JW^ 8 7r2T2C/2 
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V?   =   p(A;Ti + ZE/i) 
1 

(kT2 - IU2)A1 + (-kT2 + IU2)K2 
2ltyfW2U2\. 

+(-kT2 - IU2)A3 + (kT2 + IU2)A4 

plus the function 

Ji (<*,/?) = vm :3-27r(kT2-lU2)Vapb    -Ziciip 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

we obtain the following closed expression for Ii in the chamber T2 > ty: 

^1+92+93+^4 

h   = dAl'dAfdAfdAf 
x 

x EErf(-^) 
A;>0   p-^0 

ToU- 2^2 

7r(kT2 - IU2)2 x 

X 
1 (_l)r+^r+S 

{TrT2U2b)s    dardps ■ (A.6) 

Finally, for the general case where fk,gi ^ 1, the expressions A.5 and 
A.6 are modified to 

J fa  Q\ _      2    c-27r>/(fcr2+^2)2+4T2^2(n-fcnv^5 e-2irt¥> 

v^5 
(A.7) 

and 

h 
Qdl +92+93+94 

aXfaApAfaXf EEEcW^-^) X 

n    fc>o p-£o 

X 

X 

r2[/2 

7rpT2 + /C/2)
2 + 4T2/72(n - kl)] 

(A.8) 

(7rT2[/2&)5    aa^/?5 -/i(^/3) 
2=^^=0 ' 

The last equation represents the result for the non-degenerate orbit of 
A.l. We see that the amount of holomorphic/anti-holomorphic mixing 
is determined by m = n—kl and is absent for m = 0. This reflects in our 
context that 1/4 BPS states can mix holomorphic and anti-holomorphic 
sectors, in contrast to the 1/2 BPS states. 
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B    Fermionic contractions and bipartite 
Graphs 

In this section we want to calculate the following correlator of 2iV real 
fermions (where N = (2K + 2)) 

53       JdZL.JdZs   (^(z1)^(z1)...^(zN)^(zN))a   , 
spin 

structures a 

(B.l) 

which appears in the amplitudes A[™~^]
duu)K+1(d ,ap^ in 6.1. For these 

amplitudes, where the left-moving sector is saturated with four fermionic 
insertions, the computations reduce to the right-moving part only; this 
is in line with the considerations about elliptic genera of section 3, and 
of course a reflection of the fact that only 1/4 BPS states contribute. 

We therefore expect B.l to be given by a (2K + 2)-fold derivative 
of an elliptic genus, and by considering modular invariance we see that 
this genus should be a Jacobi form of weight —2. There are only two 
natural candidates for it, namely either the total elliptic genus 

£(VU V2, q)    =   ^(stxT2)[|K + V2), q] £(K3)[l{vi - %), ?] (B.2) 

_   iOi[^(vi + %), q]iOi[^(vi + V2), q] 
-£( [5(^1-^2),? 

v3(q) v3(q)       ~iK3) 

or just only the weight —2 factor of it, which is £(stxT2)- 

To fix this ambiguity, our strategy will be to do the fermion con- 
tractions in B.l for a few values of K, integrate these and sum over the 
spin structures, and then compare the results with the two candidate 
genera. 

To deal with the fermionic contractions, we first decompose the 
correlator B.l into a product of iV two-point functions: 

w^w.^^tegri-    (B-3) 

There are in general many of such partitions, and denoting contractions 
(^(z^ip^Zj)) by (ij), the pattern looks like: 

[2, 2,2..., 2,2]    -     (12)2(34)2...(iV-l,iV)2, 
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[2,2... ,2,4]    -    (12) (23) (34) (41) x (56)2 ... (N - 1,N)2 , 

[N]    -    (12) (23) (34)... (Nl) . (B.4) 

Note that these contractions form cycles, and the idea is to perform the 
integrations and spin structure sums just for one (canonically ordered) 
representative of each cycle class, P (above, the cycle class is indicated 
on the left). Indeed, as the ordering of the positions Zi influences the 
^-integrations in B.l, each cycle class in B.4 will in general lead, after 
integration, to a different modular function g^(q). Subsequently will 
then need to multiply the result for each cycle class with the appropriate 
combinatorial factor. 

Moreover, we need to sum over the spin structures a, which amounts 
to folding the g^(q) into the right-moving part of the partition function, 
which then yields new functions Gp(q). We find it easiest to write this 
map in terms of a ZN orbifold limit of the K3: 

(M)^(o,o) e l+h 
1+0 H-i 

xE^)e^;](5,e[;:]ft)e[-](5),B,) 
(01,13) H H       U H       * 

Taking all this together, we see that B.l may be written in the 
following way:17 

J2jdzi...JdzN       (iph (z1)^ (*)... ^ (ZNW* (zN))a 

=  (2T2)
N
-^

N
   Y,   nP GP®) >       (B-6) 

cycle 
classes  P 

where np denote the combinatorial factors that count the number of 
permutations in B.4. 

Let us now compute the (quasi)-modular forms Gp for some low values 
of TV = 2K + 2: 

17Correlators similar to B.l appear in N gauge boson amplitudes with fermionized 
currents. In that case the combinations B.4 correspond to the different invariants 
(TrF2n)m ,2nra = iV, which arise in the decomposition of the N gauge boson 
amplitude. For N = 4 this has been studied before in the literature [61]. 
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4 fermion contractions (N = 2): There is only the possibility (12)2, 
which yields: 

9®(T) = l(E2 + ea), (B.7) 

where ea(q)  = -24:q^\n6a(q) - ^2(9)- Inserted in B.5, this gives18: 

G® = -12. (B.8) 

8 fermion contractions (N — A): There are two possibilities, namely, 
(*) (12)2(34)2 and (M) (12) (23) (34) (41) which integrate to 

9™{r)   =   l2(E2 + eaf, 

9!?(T)   =   l(E4-el), (B.9) 

respectively. Inserting into B.5 leads to:19 

GM    =   _8JE;2J 

G[4]    =   0. (B.10) 

In the following we will explicitly display the spin-structure dependent 
correlator only for the last combination in B.4, namely ga (#), as the 
others are combinations of correlators with less fermions. 

12 fermion contractions (N = 6): The chain (12) (23) (34) (45) (56) (61) 
gives after the ^-integration 

9la](r)  =  ^(Ee-E4ea). (B.ll) 

Altogether, after the orbifold sum we obtain: 

£[2,2,2]      =     _4(£2 + £4)) 

18We perform the calculation in an Z2 orbifold limit of K3. However the calcu- 
lations can be easily generalized to ZN orbifold limits along [46]. 

19 We remark that while the last type of contractions leads to a vanishing result for 
K3 x T2 vacua, it gives a non-zero contribution in the corresponding computation 
in the heterotic string and so leads to additional kinematics. 
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5 
(B.12) 

16 fermion contractions (N = 8): Similarly as before: 

28 

and 

AT)  = 
5040 ~E'-h<+lE^, 

(12)2(34)2(56)2(78)2 

(12)(23)(34)(41)x(56)(67)(78)(85) 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(61)x(78)2 

(12)(23)(34)(41)x(56)2(78)2 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(67)(78)(81) 

(B.13) 

G.[2,2,2,2]=_|(2£3+6£;2£;4+£;6) 

G[4,4]=_!iJ6 

G[2,2,4]=_|(£;6+2£;2£;4) 

GW = -£E6   . (B.14) 

20 fermion contractions (N = 10): 

£%) = ^L-nC^Ee + £^4 + 7-Elea) . 
362880^12 

and 

(B.15) 

(12)2(34)2(56)2(78)2(9,10)2 

(12}(23)(34)(41)x(56)(67)(78)(89)(9,10)(10,5) 

(12)(23)(34)(41)x(56)(67)(78)(85)x(9,10)2 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(67)(78)(81)x(9,10)2 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(61)X(78)2(9,10)2 

(12)(23)(34)(41) X (56)2 (78)2 (9,10)2 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(67)(78)(89)(9,10)(10,1) 

GV>2>2>2M=-±(5El+30EZE4+l0E2E6+9El) 

G[4,6] = _l|£;2 

G[2,A,4]=_£(2E2+E2E6) 

G™=-^(18E2 + %E2E6) 

G^2&=-£(3EI+2E2EG+E2E4) 

Gl*>W\=-HE*+E2E6+E*E4) 

Q[2,2,2>2,2]=_8_^2 (B.16) 

24 fermion contractions (N = 12): 

and 

(B.17) 

(12)2(34)2(56)2(78)2(9,10)2(11,12)2 
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G[2,2,2,2,2,2]=_^(8£.5+80£;3£;4_h40£;2^6_{_72J52jE;2 + 16£;4£;6) 

(12)(23)(34)(41)x(56)(67)(78)(89)(9,10)(10,ll)(ll,12)(12,l) 

G^=-^EAEQ 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(61)x(78)(89)(9,10)(10,ll)(ll,12)(12,l) 

C[6'6]=-I^4£6 

(12)(23)(34)(41)x(56)(67)(78)(81)x(9,10)(10,ll)(ll,12)(12,l) 

G[AAA]=-A-EAE6 

(12)(23)(34)(41)x(56)(67)(78)(85)x(9,10)2(ll,12)2 

(12)(23)(34)(41)x(56)(67)(78)(89)(9,10)(10,l)x(ll,12)2 (B.18) 

GV^=-^{E2El+2EAEe>) 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(67)(78)(89)(9,10)(10,l)x(ll,12)2 

GVW=-^{E2El+%EAEs) 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(67)(78)(81)x(9,10)2 (11,12)2 

G[2,2,8]=_^(£2£6 + M£2£2 + ^£4£6) 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(61)x(78)2 (9,10)2(11,12)2 

GVM&=-±{\ElEi+\ElEs+E2El+%EAE*) 

(12)(23)(34)(41)x(56)2(78)2(9,10)2(ll,12)2 

G[2»2,2,2,4] = _A(4£73£;4+2£;2£76+4£72£72 + |jEi4£76) 

(12)(23)(34)(45)(56)(67)(78)(89)(9,10)(10,11)(11,12)(12,1) 

^[12]=-lil5^^ • 

In order to assemble these modular functions into B.6, we still need 
to find the combinatorial factors np. For this we employ a graphical 
method, somewhat similar in spirit to that what was used in the second 
reference of [61]. Indeed all the contractions can be represented by 
graphs, which can be labelled by their cycle structure. 

More precisely, we need to consider graphs with two kinds of ver- 
tices, one kind referring to the moduli T and the other to the moduli 
U. That is, the first kind of vertices correspond to operators (A: • '0)^r, 
while the second kind corresponds to {k • '0)\I/. Charge conservation for 
*, * and the kinematical structure of the form (d^TdfJ'U)K+1 then im- 
plies that only contractions between the two sets of vertices are allowed; 
furthermore the contractions must form loops made from alternating 
sequences of ipip and ^^ propagators - see the figure. 
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[2,2,2]: -6 

[2,4]: +18 

[6]:     -12 

^ X .—. 

• • 

zEl* 
K: 

Figure 1: Bipartite graphs relevant for K = 2. Each point on the left 
of a diagram corresponds to an operator (k -ijj)^, while on the right it 
correspond to (A: • -0)^. Each loop has to be counted twice, reflecting 
the two ways to assign to it an alternating sequence of ^ and \I/\I/ 
propagators. The cycle structure also determines the signs. 

Such "bipartite" graphs are characterized by incidence matrices of 
the block from 

/ = 
0    R 

R1    0 

where R — ^- Ari + Tj) and where {r^} are all the permutations of the 
columns of the iV/2 = -RT + l dimensional identity matrix. Clearly there 
are in total {{K + I)!)2 such graphs. Each of such graphs needs now to 
be classified with respect to its cycle structure, which also determines 
its sign (given by the signature of the permutation). 

Being pragmatic, we generated these graphs up to N = 12 with 
Mathematica (which gives a formidable number), and decomposed them 
in terms of their cycle structure. In this way, we obtained the following 
list of combinatorial coefficients: 

N = 4 

N = 6 

N = 8 

N = 10: 

n[2,2] = 2,n[4] = -2 

^[2,2,2] = -6, n[2,4] = 18, npj = -12 

^[2,2,2,2] = 24,n[2,2,4] = -144, 

^[4,4] = 72, n[2fi] = 192, n[8] = -144 

^[2,2,2,2,2] = -120, n[2,2,2,4] = 1200, np^] = -1800, 

n[2,2,6] = "2400, nm = 2400,n[2)8] = 3600, 

n[10] = -2880 
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iV = 12 : "[2,2,2,2,2,2] = 720, "[2,2,2,2,4] = -10800, n[2,2,4,4] = 32400, 

"[2,2,2,6] = 28800,^4,4,4] = -10800,^2,4,6] = -86400, 
"[2,2,8] = -64800, n[6t6] = 28800, nm = 64800, 

"[2,10] = 103680, n[i2] = -86400. 

Inserting these together with our expressions for the Gp(q) into B.6, 
then produces combinations of Eisenstein series that exactly match the 
following derivatives of £(stxT2)(^> Q)'- 

np(K)G(K)(q)  =   (—)' 
v=0 <dvJ        \   rf(q) 

for K = 0,... , 5. By the uniqueness of the Jacobi forms this makes 
clear what the relevant elliptic genus is, and in particular that the 
elliptic genus of K3 cancels out. 
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